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Abstract. We use a perception of second-order typing in the A-Calculus, as conveying semantic 
properties of expressions in models over A-expressions, toexhibit natural and uniform proofs of 
theorems of Girard (1971/72) and ofCoppo, Dezani and Veneri (1981) about he relations between 
typing properties and computational properties of A-expressions (solvability, normalizability, 
strong normalizability), and of some generalizations of these theorems. 
Introduction and background 
Simple and second-order types in programming and in the Lambda Calculus 
Types have been used in programming languages mainly as a device to enforce 
structured programming, in particular, to guarantee that the composition of pro- 
cedures is meaningful. A reasonable xpectation is that typing excludes improper 
computational behavior such as infinite regression of nonrecursive procedure calls. 
The relation between typing and computational properties of nonrecursive pro- 
cedure calls can be encapsulated in the typed lambda calculus that results from 
considering the procedure mechanism and the typing discipline of the programming 
language in hand. The question is, then, what convergence properties of A- 
expressions are guaranteed by particular type disciplines. We consider two target 
forms for convergence: normal and head-normal X-epxressions. A A-expression is 
normal if it cannot be further educed. It is head-normal if it is of the form A~.z/~ 
(i.e., Axt.. .  Axk.zE~... Em). There arise three convergence properties of interest. 
The strongest of these properties i strong normalization: an expression E is strongly 
normalizable if every reduction sequence starting with E terminates (with a normal 
expression). The expression E is norraalizable if there merely exists some reduction 
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sequence that converts E to a normal expression. Finally, E is solvable if there is 
a reduction sequence that converts E to a head-normal expression 1 (the equivalence 
of this definition to the original definition of solvability is due to Wadsworth [37, 
3]). Clearly, every strongly-normalizable expression is normalizable, and every 
normalizable expression is solvable. The rationale for considering solvable 
expressions i  that they have natural computational nd semantical characterizations 
which make them, in suitable senses, the only 'meaningful' expressions [3]. 
Given a property P of A-expressions, e.g., 'normalizable', we shall say that a 
typed A-calculus is P if every expression thereof is P. 
Programming languages uch as PASCAL and ALGOL68 are based on relatively 
simple type disciplines, and their procedure call mechanism is represented by the 
simply typed lambda calculus or by fragments thereof [22, 12 (Section 4)]. It is not 
hard to see that the simply typed lambda calculus is strongly normalizable [33, 22, 
30, 1, 12 (Subsection 6.1)]. 
A new dimension in typing was introduced by the invention of second-order and 
higher-order type disciplines [14, 15, 29]. From the programming language view- 
point, generic (parametric) types are motivated by the wish to avoid repeated 
definition of one procedure for arguments of different types. Once generic procedures 
are used, conceptual consistency dictates that they be also allowed as arguments of 
other procedures, the latter should again be permitted as arguments, and so on. 
This gives rise to the full second-order type discipline of Girard and Reynolds. The 
Lambda Calculus supplemented with the second-order type discipline is referred 
to as the Second-Order, or Polymorphic, Lambda Calculus. 
Normalization in the Second-Order Lambda Calculus 
There is no 'simple' proof that he Second-Order Lambda Calculus is normalizable: 
no such proof can be given in Second-Order Arithmetic, since the normalizability 
of the Second-Order Lambda Calculus implies the consistency of Second-Order 
Arithmetic [18]. A combinatorially isomorphic problem, that of normalization for 
Second-Order Logic, was an outstanding open problem in Mathematical Logic in 
the 50"s and 60's. Initially, a Normal Form Theorem was proved [33, 36, 26, 27] 
whereby every provable formula of Second-Order Logic has a normal (natural 
deduction) proof. The Strong Normalization Theorem for Second-Order Logic was 
finally proved by Girard [14, 15] by injecting second-order reasoning into the 
combinatorial method of Tait [34]. (Independently, Friedman injected second-order 
reasoning into a different syntactic method, Kleene's lash, with related results [13].) 
Girard's method was then applied and refined, in different guises, to various 
formalisms [28, 21, 32, 35, 12]. 
We do not consider A-expressions that convert o a head-normal form by any reduction sequence 
(a natural analog to strong normalizability), since these expressions do not have natural computational 
or semantical characterizations. 
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Two perceptions of typing 
The observation that typed expressions convert o normal form goes back, for 
Combinatory Logic, to Curry and Feys [7]. However, they were thinking of a type 
not as an inherent property of objects, but as a semantic notion, so that one expression 
can have different ypes. This semantical perception of typing has been pursued 
and developed, for example, in [9, 25, 6, 24, 3, 23, 4]. It is motivated by a wish to 
study the functionality properties of untyped A-expressions and is quite different 
from the view underlying the Typed Lambda Calculus. In the typed calculus, each 
object carries its type, a perception of types we dub ontological. To say that "E is 
of type ~---> o-" implies, under the ontological interpretation, that the domain of E 
consists precisely of all objects of type ~-. Under the semantical interpretation, the 
same statement implies that the domain of E merely contains all objects of type ~', 
which E maps to objects of type tr. 
Ontological typing arises not only in programming languages, but also in relation 
to Proof Theory. In Church's Theory of Types [8], logic is coded directly in the 
Typed Lambda Calculus. Related to this is the formula-as-type/derivation-as-A- 
expression isomorphism discovered by Howard and others [7, 17, 10]. 
In spite of the fundamental differences between the ontological and the semantical 
viewpoints of typing, the computational spects of the two disciplines are closely 
related (see Section 6 of this paper and [19]). A typing calculus for the ontological 
discipline is in fact isomorphically embeddable in a typing calculus for the semantical 
discipline. 
Characterization ofcomputational properties by typing conditions 
Within the semantical discipline it makes sense to consider implications that are 
inverse to the Normalization Theorems. One sets forth a broader notion of typing, 
and considers the question of whether a certain computational property of A- 
expressions, uch as solvability or normalizability, implies typability. Questions of 
this kind were studied by Coppo, Dezani and Veneri [6]. They showed that for a 
suitable notion of type, typing of a A-expression is guaranteed by its solvability. 
They also showed that a more restrictive notion of typing is guaranteed by normaliza- 
bility. In fact, these notions of type characterize xactly the solvable and the 
normalizable A-expressions, respectively. 
The results of this paper 
The purpose of this paper is to integrate and generalize the techniques and results 
relating typing to convergence properties in the Lambda Calculus. The main ideas 
we build on are those of Tait [32, 34], Girard [14, 15], and Coppo, Dezani and 
Pottinger [9, 5, 25, 6]. We discuss the relations between typing and convergence 
within the semantical discipline. The novelty here is in considering types as seman- 
tical properties of A-expressions in second-order models over A-expressions. The 
techniques of Tait and Girard then factorize into natural steps: semantic validity 
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of type inference for the models considered, construction of particular models, and 
closure properties of models. 
Working in the semantic discipline permits a richer notion of type and therefore, 
more general results. This choice is fecund, however, even if one is interested only 
in ontological typing, since the combinatorial aspects of the proofs are more 
transparent and uniform when carried out for the semantic discipline, while the 
results can be effortlessly transported to the ontological discipline (see Section 6). 
The connections between typing and convergence properties are summarized 
in Theorems 5.5, 5.9, and 5.14 below. Some new results are analogues and generaliz- 
ations of the results of [6]. For example, we show that a A-expression is solvable 
whenever it can be assigned a type where to does not appear strictly positively, even 
if that type is second-order. We point out that the Coppo-Dezani-Veneri characteriz- 
ation of the normalizable xpressions fails for second-order types, in contrast o 
the characterizations of solvable expressions and of strongly normalizable 
expressions. This suggests that strong normalizability and solvability are properties 
which are more 'stable' than normalizability. 
1. Polymorphic typing 
Polymorphic (i.e. second-order) types are defined inductively as follows (compare 
[29, 15, 24, 12]): 
R e TV - -type variables (a countable set), 
~ T --polymorphic type expressions, 
A type is first-order if it has no occurrence of V, proper if it has no occurrence of 
to. An occurrence of a type expression tr in ~" is positive (negative) if it is in the 
negative (i.e. left-side) scope of an even (odd, respectively) number of instances of 
-~ in ~-. The occurrence is strictly positive if it is in the negative scope of no ~. A 
type expression ~" is (n-, p-, sp-) proper if to does not occur in z (negatively, positively, 
strictly positively, respectively). We denote the set of proper types by Tp~ and the 
set of first-order types by Tfo. Also, Tprfo--- Tpr N Tfo. 
A type statement is an expression E : z, where E is a A-expression, and ~" is a type 
expression. Following De Bruijn [10], we use the term context for a finite function 
C from A-calculus variables to type expressions, which we sometimes write as a 
list xl: Z l , . . . ,  Xk : ~k of type statements. Thus, C[x~] = ~. A typing is an expression 
C ~ E : ~-, where C is a context, and E : 7 is a type statement. 
A typing C t- E : ~" is sp-proper i f  7 is sp-proper. It is p-proper if ~" is p-proper and 
every type C[x] is n-proper. I f  P is a property of typings, we say that E has a P 
typing if there is a typing C t- E : ~" with property P. 
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We can now define a type-inference formalism (compare [12, 24]). A typing 
C t- E : 7. is initial if ~" is to, or if E is a variable and C[E]  = 7". A type deduction is 
a derivation of a typing from initial typings, using the following inference rules. The 
structural inference rules are ~ I  and ~ E (I  for ' introduction', E for 'elimination'): 
C,x  : trI-  E " p 
C F- Ax.E  " o'-~ p' 
C~E'~p C~F '~ 
CF- -EF :p  
The remaining rules are stationary, in that they refer to a fixed A-expression. These 
rules are A/, ^E, VI  and VE: 
C; -E '7 .1  C I -E :7 .2  C }- E " 7"~ A 7.2 
C t- E " 7.1^ z2 ' C t-- E " 7.i 
(i = 1 or 2), 
C~-E ' t r  
C~-E  :VRo" 
(R not free in C), 
C~ E "VRtr  
C ~ E : o ' [p lR]  
(p free for R in cr). 
In the rule VE the substituted type expression p is the eigentype of the inference. 
A derivation is in To_C T if all types therein are in To. A derivation is essentially in 
To if all eigentypes therein are in To. 
2. The semantic meaning of typing 
We now show that types can be understood as coding semantic properties of 
A-expressions in second-order models over A-expressions. Sets of A-expressions we 
refer to are: 
A ~ the set of all A-expressions, 
Az -= the set of AI-expressions, 
N - the  set of normalizable A-expressions, 
Nz-= the set of normalizable AI-expressions, 
S-= the set of strongly normalizable A-expressions, 
L--= the set of solvable A-expressions. 
We consider a monadic second-order language L, with the following nonlogical 
constants: 
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• for each A-expression E and each (possibly empty) list ~ = x l . . .  xk of distinct 
A-variables a k-ary function letter _Ee; 
• a binary function letter *, which we use in infix. 
We use X , . . .  as individual ogical variables, and R , . . .  as unary predicate variables. 
In the kind of models we shall consider momentarily, the former will range over 
A-expressions, and the latter over certain sets of A-expressions. 
We define a family of L-formulas ~0 ~, zsT ,  by induction on z. ~0~[E] renders 
that the A-expression E behaves functionally as a mapping of type T. 
~R[X] --= R(X),  q~'°[X] -- true, 
vY(¢ ' [  Y].-> , f [x  . Y]), 
We write ~p[~l,/R] for the result of simultaneously substituting the formula 0 for 
all occurrences of the predicate letter R in ~p. For our purpose it suffices to consider 
monadic predicate letters R, and formulas 0 with exactly one free individual variable, 
for which the formal definition of this substitution is trivial. 
Lemma 2.1. ~o-tp,,R] is syntactically identical to ~p°'[ ~pP / R ]. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on tr. [] 
Remark. The mapping cr~q~  is right inverse to the mapping q~-(~p)  of [20], 
i.e., ¢ (~=) -  ~r. We have here a duality between the (modified) notion of 'formula 
as type' [17, 20], and of the notion above of 'type as formula'. 
We shall need to refer to a closure property of sets _ A. We say that a set Q is 
extensional in U if it is closed under =~ with respect o U, i.e., 
• if E ¢ Q and F comes from E by replacing an occurrence of (AxG)H by G[H/x], 
then F ¢ Q; 
• if E ¢ Q and F comes from E by replacing G[HIx] by (AxG)H, where H ~ U, 
then F ¢ Q. 
We say that Q is simply extensional if Q is extensional in itself. For example, A is 
extensional in any Q ~_ A; N and L are extensional in A; S is extensional, but not 
extensional in A; At is not extensional in A; Nx is extensional in AI, but not in A. 
In the rest of this paper we shall use the expression model for monadic Henkin 
models over A [16], with the following properties: 
(1) the universe of individuals is A; 
(2) the universe of (monadic) predicates (i.e. sets) is a nonempty collection C of 
subsets of A, each extensional in U = [,.J C; 
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(3) for each A-expression E and each list ~Xl . . .X  k of A-variables, _E~ is 
interpreted as the k-ary function over A defined by _EcF~... Fk •- E[F~/x~.. .  Fk/Xk] 
(assuming renaming of bound variables in E as needed to make the substitution 
legal); * is interpreted as application-formation, i.e. E*F  is interpreted as the 
A-expression EF; 
Thus, a model is completely determined by a collection C of subsets of A. We 
use C to denote the model determined by C. 
Suppose C is a model, ~o an L-formula. We give the standard meaning to the 
semantic satisfaction relation C, 7/~ ~o, where 7/is a valuation of individual (logical) 
variables (occurring free in ~0) as A-expressions, and of predicate variables as 
elements of C. 
We write [~]c, for {E ~ A]C, n ~ ~o~[_E]}. When C is clear from the context, we 
use the abbreviations 7/~ ~o and [~-],. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose C is a model, "I1 a valuation in C. Then [¢]c, is extensional in 
U--  L.J C, for each type ¢. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on ~. [] 
Let To be a set of types. A model C is complete (for To) if [ r]c,7 ~ C for every ¢ 
(in To) and every valuation ~7 in C. 
Lemma 2.3 (Soundness of type inference). Suppose the typing 
(*) {Xj:O'i}i= 1..... kI--E;¢ 
is derived in To. Then 
c ,  A, ,p ,e 
(where ~=- xl . . . Xk) for every model C which is complete for To, and every valuation 
~1 therein. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the derivation A of (*). 
If A consists of an initial typing then either E - x, or ¢-= to, and the lemma is trivial. 
Suppose that the last inference of A is ~ I, 
C,y :c r~E:p  
C~Ay.E:o' . -*p" 
By the induction assumption, 
n~ A, *¢'(x,) -~ VY(~o¢( Y)~ {op (E~.r3(Y)). 
By I.~mma 2.2, [p] ,  is extensional in [_J C. If ~7 ~ ~o~(Y), then G~ [._J C, where 
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G -= ~TY, and so, 
E[F/Y¢, G/y]~[p] ,  implies (AyE[P])G~[p],.  
I.e., ~/~ tpP(E~,rXY)-~ pP(;ty.E~_.~ * Y). So, by the definition of ~o ~-'p, 
n~ A, tp~'(X,) -> q~-'P(Ay.E~). 
Suppose that the last inference of A is -> E, as displayed in Section 1. By the 
induction assumption, 
7/~A,q~'(Xi)-->tp~-~P(_E~) and ~/~A/cpc'(X/)->~p~(F~). 
So, by the definition of tp ~-'p, 
n~ A, ~,~'(x,) ~ ~,"(_E~, _F~). 
But  - so  
n~ A, ~o¢' (x,) -~ ~pP (EFt ) .  
Suppose that the last inference of A is YE. By the induction assumption, 
n~ A, ~' (x , )  -~ ~vR~(_Ee~). 
By the definition of ~o we this implies 
n[Q/R]~ A, tp¢'(Xi) -> ~p¢(_EcX') 
for every Q e C. But [p]~ ~ C, since C is complete, hence, 
7/~ VR~"(_Ec_.X) --> t,o°(_E~.X)[~pP/g]. 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, ~o¢[~oPlR] = ~[~/~]. Altogether we get 
n~ A, ~'(x,)-~ <~'R~(_~). 
The cases for the rules VI, ^ I, and ^  E are straightforward. [] 
In fact, the proof establishes a slightly stronger result, which is formulated in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that A is a derivation of the typing {xi:o'i}i=l ..... k~ E : z. I f  C is 
a model complete for the set of eigentypes in A, then Ai ~p~(Xi)-> ~o~(EeX) (where 
==- x l  . . . xk)  is valid in C.  
3. Model constructions 
We describe two model constructions. The first construction is trivial, and will 
be used in the proof of Theorem 4.7 below. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that U c_ A and  V c_ U are extensional in U. Then {V, U} is a 
model. 
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For example, {N, A} and {L, A} are models. 
The second construction yields complete models, which we use below in the 
proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3. Let U_A ,  z a A-variable. Let zU*-- 
{zE1. . . Ek I Ei E U, k >! 0}. Define 
Cu-= {QlzU * - Q c__ U, Q is extensional in u}. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose U is extensional. Assume that, for some A-variable z, zU* ~_ U 
and that E E U whenever Ez E U. Then Cu is a model complete for Tpr. Moreover, i f  
U = A, then Cu is complete (for T). 
ProoL The lemma's conditions guarantee that U E Cv, hence, Cu ~ ~, so Cu is a 
model. By Lemma 2.2, each [~]cu7 is extensional in Cu. It remains to show that 
zU*_ [¢]cu7 ~ U for every valuation 7/ in Cu and every e ETp,. We proceed by 
induction on ~'. Let ~ be a valuation in Cu. 
If T is a type variable R, then [¢]7 = ~(R) E Cu. The last clause of the lemma is 
trivial if ~--= oJ. 
Suppose T--= or--> p. TO show zU* c_ [¢]7 ' consider an arbitrary zE E zU*. Suppose 
FE [0"] 7. By the induction assumption, [or] 7 _ U, and so, zEF~ zU*. By the induc- 
tion assumption zU*___ [P]7, so, zEF E [P]7- We showed that 
vx( ,p  ,p p (zE • x ) ) .  
Thus, z/7 
To show [z] 7 _c U, assume E E [z]7. By the induction assumption, zE [~r]~, so 
Ez E [P]7- But by the induction assumption [P]7 --q U, hence Ez E U, which implies 
that E E U by the lemma's assumptions. 
If ~'--VRor then we have 
[VR~r] 7 =('] {[o']e [ 0 = '~[Q/R], QE Cu}. 
By the induction assumptions, zU* ___ [cr]o ___ U for every valuation 0. So, zU* 
[VRo'] 7 ~ U. 
The case for ~" conjunctive is similar. [] 
Example. A and S satisfy the conditions for U in Lemma 3.2. Hence, CA is complete, 
and Cs is complete for Tpr. 
4. Computational properties implied by typing 
We show that typing properties of A-expressions imply certain computational 
properties. Namely, 
• every expression with a typing derived in Tpr is strongly normalizable; 
• every expression with an sp-proper typing is solvable; and 
• every expression with a p-proper typing derived in Tfo is normalizable. 
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4.1. Strongly normalizable xpressions 
The following theorem is essentially Girard's Theorem [14, 15], formulated for 
the semantical discipline (and with type conjunction as an additional type construct). 
Theorem 4.1. I f  E has a typing derived in Tpr, then E is strongly normalizable. 
Proof. Assume C ~- E : ~" is derived in Tpr. It suffices to consider closed expressions 
E, because E e S iff A~.E ~ S. Assume the theorem's premise (with C-= 0). Then, 
by Lemma 2.3, E e [~']c, for any complete model C and any valuation ~/therein. 
Thus, E ~ [ ~']cs,, by Lemma 3.2. By the definition of Cs and by Lemma 3.2, [ ~']Cs, --- S, 
where ~ is arbitrary, e.g., the constant valuation S. It follows that E ~ S. [] 
Remark. The theorem fails when only the derived typing is required to be proper, 
but not the entire derivation, as can be seen from the following example. 
Example. There is a derived typing ~-E:z, where ,r is proper but E is not even 
normalizable. Let ~ be a nonnormalizable expression. It is easy to see that 
~-Xz.z~ : (YR.R) ~ Q 
(Q a type variable) is derivable, using D:oJ as an initial typing. 
4.2. Solvable expressions 
The model we use here is CA. Note that L e CA, since L is extensional in A, zA* c L. 
Lemma 4.2. Let ~ be the constant valuation L. Suppose that ~- is an sp-proper type. 
Then [~']CA~__ L. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on sp-proper types. If  • is a type variable 
R, then [~]c -  ~(R)--  L. 
Suppose ~"- tT-~ p. To show [T]~ _~ L, assume E ~ [7] c. Since, by Lemma 3.2, CA 
is complete, [ t r ] re CA; hence, zA*~_ [tr]r, and so z e[ t r ] :  (z a A-variable). Thus, 
Ez ~ [P]c- Since ~- is sp-proper, so must be p, and by the induction assumption we 
have [p]~ c_ L. Thus, Ez ~ L, and so, E ~ L. 
Suppose r -  VR.tr. Then, [~]~ -= O {[cr]o [ 0 - ~[Q/R],  Q e CA}, which is c_ [tT]c 
since ~ is one of the O's. By the induction assumption [cr]c ~_ L, so [~']~  L. 
The case where ~" is conjunctive is similar. [] 
The following theorem is proved in [6] for typings derived in Tfo. 
Theorem 4.3. I f  E. has a derived sp-proper typing, then E is solvable. 
Proof. It suffices to consider closed expressions E Assume ~-E : 7 is derived, where 
is sp-proper. By Lemma 2.3, this implies that E ~ [~']c, for any complete model 
C and ~/ therein. By Lemma 3.2 CA is complete, and by Lemma 4.2 [~']cAc--L, 
where ~ is the constant valuation L. Hence E ~ L. [] 
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4.3. Normalizable xpressions 
We show that if E has a p-proper typing (essentially) derived in Tfo, then E is 
normalizable. The model we use here is {N, A}, which we denote by M for the rest 
of this section. 
I.emma 4.4. Let ~-~ Tprfo. Let ~ be the constant valuation N. Then [~']M~ c_ N. 
Proof. We prove, by induction on proper types, that zN* ~ [~']~ ~ N (z a A-variable). 
I f  ~" is a type variable R, then [~-]~ ---- ~(R) ---- N. 
Suppose ~'--- tr- ,  p. To show [~']~ c_ N assume E ~ [~-]~. By the induction assumption 
z E [o-]~, hence Ez ~ [P]o so, by the induction assumption, Ez e N. Thus, E ~ N. 
To show zN*_  [~']r, let z/~ ~ zN*. By the induction assumption, [o']~___ N, so 
zEF ~ zN* for every F e [tr]~. By the induction assumption, zN* ~ [p]~, so zF, F ~ [p]~. 
Thus, 
The case where • is conjunctive is trivial. [] 
Remark. Unlike in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we need the lower bound condition 
zN*_c [~]¢ in the proof of Lemma 4.4. This condition breaks down if ~'-= VR.cr, 
because ~ is held fixed (unlike in the proof of Lemma 3.2). 
Lemma 4.5. Let ~ and 71 be valuations in M, which are identical except that ~( R ) ~_ ~! (R ) 
for a particular type-variable R. I f  R does not occur positively in % then [~']~ ___ [~'],r 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on ~', simultaneously with the dual 
statement: if R does not occur negatively in ~', then [~]~ ~_ [~'],. [] 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose ~- ~ Tfo is p-proper, ~ a valuation in M. There is a type 0 ~ Tprfo 
such that [7-]~ _c [0]~. 
Proof. Let 0 be ~" with to replaced throughout by some fresh type variable R. Let 
K - ~[A/R]. Then [1-]~ = [0]K by a trivial induction on ~', and [0]K c_ [0]~ by Lemma 
4.5. [] 
Theorem 4.7 (Coppo, Dezanni and Venneri [6]). I fE  has a p-proper typing (essen- 
tially) derived in Tfo, then E is normalizable. 
ProoL It suffices to consider closed E Suppose that ~-E : ~- has a derivation in Tfo, 
where • is p-proper. By Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1 E ~ [~], for every valuation 77 in M. 
In particular, E ~ [~']o where ~ is the constant valuation N. By Lemma 4.6 [~-]~ _c [0]~ 
for some 0~Tprfo, and by Lemma 4.4 [0]~c_N. So EEN.  [] 
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By the example above, the restriction in Theorem 4.7 to essentially first-order 
derivations is necessary. Note that if the condition that the derivation be first-order 
is replaced by the condition that all types in the derivation be p-proper (subtypes 
not being counted), then no initial typing C ~ E : to can occur in the derivation. All 
occurrences of to can then be replaced by some fresh type variable, and all types 
become proper. This brings us back to the case of Theorem 4.1. 
5. Computational properties implying typing; characterization theorems 
All expressions trivially have the type to. We show here that expressions satisfying 
certain computational properties can be assigned more interesting types [6]. Namely, 
• every solvable expression E has an sp-proper typing derived in Tfo; 
• every normalizable xpression has a p-proper typing derived in Tfo; 
• every strongly normalizable xpression has a typing derived in Tpao. 
5.1. Solvable expressions 
Lelnma 5.1. I rE  is in head-normal form, then E has a sp-proper typing derived in Tfo. 
Proof. Clearly, z: to -> to -~ . . . -> to --> R ~- zF, . . .  Fk : R is derived, where there are k 
occurrences of to and R is a type variable. [] 
Lemma 5.2. I f  C~-E[F /x ] :  r is derived in Tfo, then so is C~(Ax .E)F :  r. 
Proof. Suppose that A derives C ~- E [F /x ]  : r. This implies, by induction on A, that 
C, x: to ~- E : r is derived in Tfo. The lemma follows by -> I and --> E. [] 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that E fl-converts to F (in one step). I f  C ~- F : r is derived in 
Tfo, then so is C ~ E : r. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the depth of the conversion in E, using 
Lemma 5.2 for thc base case. [] 
Theorem 5.4 ([6]). If a A-expression E is solvable, then it has an sp-proper typing 
derived in Tfo. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by induction on the length of the shortest fl-conversion 
leading from E to an expression i  head-normal form. The induction basis is Lemma 
5.1. The induction step is Lemma 5.3. [] 
Corollary 5.5. The fo l lowing conditions are equivalent. 
(1) E is solvable. 
(2) E has a derived sp-proper typing. 
(3) E has an sp-proper typing derived in Tfo. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.4 (1) implies (3), (3) trivially implies (2), and (2) implies (1) 
by Theorem 4.3. [] 
5.2. Normalizable xpressions 
Let C~ and C2 be contexts. We write C1 ^  C2 for the context C that agrees with 
C1 and (72 for the arguments on which C1 and (22 do not disagree, and C[x] = C~[x] ^  
C2[x] if Cl[x] and C2[x] are both defined and different. 
[,emma 5.6. Let To c_ T be closed under type conjunction. I f  C ~- E : 7 is derived in To, 
and C' is a context in To, then C ^ C'F- E : ~- is derived in To. 
Proof. The lemma can be proved by induction on A. [] 
Lemma 5.7. I f  E is normal then it has a typing derived in Tprfo. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on E. If E is a A-variable then the lemma 
is trivial. 
Suppose E -  Ax.F. By the induction assumption there is a derivation A in Tprfo 
for a typing C, x : cr t- F : p. Applying -> I we get such a derivation for C t- Ax.F: tr-> p. 
Suppose E =-zF1. . .  Fk, z a A-variable. By the induction assumption there are 
derivations Ai in Tp~fo deriving typings Ci ~- F~ : cri, i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Define a context C 
by C[x] = Ct[x]  ^ .  •.  ^  Ck[X] for any A-variable x other than z, C[z] = Cl[z] ^" • • A 
Ck[Z] a (0"1->'" "-> Crk--> R),  where R is fresh. By Lemma 5.6 there are derivations 
in Tp~fo for C ~- F~ : try, i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Applying k times A E and k times -> E yields a 
derivation in Tp~fo for C ~- E : R. [] 
Theorem 5.8 ([6]). I f  a A-expression E is normalizable, then it has a p-proper typing 
derived in Tfo. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by induction on the length of the shortest/3-conversion 
leading from E to an expression in normal form. The induction basis is Lemma 
5.7. The induction step is Lemma 5.3. [] 
Corollary 5.9. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) E is normalizable. 
(2) E has a p-proper typing derived essentially in Tfo. 
(3) E has a p-proper typing derived in Tfo. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.8 (1) implies (3); (3) trivially implies (2), and (2) implies (1) 
by Theorem 4.7. [] 
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5.3. Strongly normalizable xpressions 
In this subsection let To ~ T be a set of types closed under type conjunction. The 
case we shall use is To = Tprfo.  
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that F is free for x in E. I f  C ~- E l  F /x ]  : I" is derived in To, then 
either there is atr  such that both C, x: tr ~- E : ~" and C ~- F : tr are derived in To, or x 
is not free in E and C ~- E : ~" is derived in To. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the derivation A of C~-E[F /x ] .  The 
induction basis is trivial. 
If the last inference of A is -> E then E =- GH, and there are typings C ~- G:  p --> ~" 
and C ~- H : p derived by the immediate subderivations of A. Suppose x is free in 
neither G nor H. Then, by the induction assumption, there are tT~ and tr2 for which 
the typings C,x:o' l~-G:p->T,  C~-F:o'1, C,x:cr21-H:p,  and Ct-F:tT2 are all 
derived in To. Setting t r -  tr~ ^  tr 2 we have C, x:  tr ~ GH : • by Lemma 5.6 and -> E. 
And we have C ~- F :  tr by ^ I. 
Other cases for x and other cases for A are similar. [] 
Lemma 5.11. I f  E [F /x ]  and F have typings derived in To, then so does (AxE)F. 
Proof. Suppose that C 1 [-- E[F /x ]  : T and C2~ F :  p are derived in To. Let C =- C 1 A C 2. 
If the first case of Lemma 5.10 holds (for some tr), then C ~- AxE : t~-> ¢ by Lemma 
5.6, and Ct - (AxE)F :  I" follows by -->E. If the second case of Lemma 5.10 holds, 
then C ~- AxE : p -> ¢, and C L- (AxE)F:  ~" follows by --> E and the lemma's assump- 
tions. [] 
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that E converts to F by replacing a subexpression ( Ax.G)H by 
G[HIx] .  I f  both F and H have typings derived in To, then so does E. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the depth of the replaced expression 
in E. The basis is Lemma 5.11. The induction step is trivial. [] 
Theorem 5.13. I f  a A-expression E is strongly normalizable, then it has a typing derived 
in Tp~fo. 
ProoL The theorem is proved by induction on the conversion tree of E If E is 
normal then the lemma holds by Lemma 5.7. If  E converts to F by replacing 
(Ax.G)H by G[H/x] ,  then both F and H have typings derived in Tp,fo, by tile 
induction assumption, so E has such a typing by Lemma 5.12. [] 
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Corollary 5.14. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) E is strongly normalizable. 
(2) E has a typing derived in Tpr. 
(3) E has a typing derived in Tprfo. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.13 (1) implies (3), (3) trivially implies (2), and (2) implies 
(1) by Theorem 4.1. [] 
6. Strong normalization in the ontological discipline 
We now consider the ontological Second-Order Lambda Calculus, and prove that 
it is strongly normalizable, as a corollary of the strong normalization theorem 
(Theorem 4.1) for the semantical discipline. The idea is simply this. Every typed 
expression E can be viewed as an untyped expression E u decorated with its own 
type inference (Propostion 6.1 ). A sequence S of/3-conversions ona typed expression 
E is isomorphic to a sequence of/3-conversions on E u, possibly with intermittent 
stretches of type-/3-conversions. The first sequence is finite by Theorem 4.1, while 
each sequence of type conversions i finite because atype-fl-conversion reduces the 
number of type applications in a typed A-expression. Thus, S must be finite. 
The Second-Order Lambda Calculus is defined in [29, 15, 12]. In this calculus, 
like in other typed versions of the Lambda Calculus, all expressions (and subex- 
pressions) carry their type. A type-derivation for an expression is therefore merely 
a reconstruction of the typing information from the structure of the expression. This 
is illustrated by the modified inference rules -~I and ~E for A-abstraction and 
application: 
C~E:o"  
(R not free in C), 
C e- AR.E  : ARtr 
C ~ E : ARcr 
(p free for R in o-). 
C ~- Ep : o'[plR] 
Using the terminology of Section 1, all type-inference rules for the Typed Calculus 
are thus structural, none is stationary. 
For an expression E of the Second-Order Lambda Calculus, let E" be the 
underlying untyped expression. That is, E u is defined inductively by 
(x:) (Ax7.E) Xx .,.E 
(EF) o -  EuF u, (A E) E E 
The following proposition immediately follows from the definition of the inference 
rules. 
Proposition 6.1. Let E be an expression of  the Second-Order Lambda Calculus. The 
untyped A-expression E u has a typing derived in proper and ^-free types. 
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In the Second-Order Lambda Calculus one has two kinds of fl-conversion: for 
abstraction over individual variables: (Ax~.E~)F ~ converts to E[F/x] ;  and for 
abstraction over types: (AR.E~)tr converts to E[tr/R]. 
Lemma 6.2. Let E -  (Ax~GP)H ~ be an expression of the Second-Order Lambda 
Calculus, and let F=-- G[H/x] .  Then E ~ fl-converts to F ~ (in the untyped calculus). 
Proof. The proof of the lemma is trivial from the definition of the mapping E 
E ~. [] 
Lemma 6.3. Let E be an expression of the Second.Order Lambda Calculus, and suppose 
that E fl-converts (in one step) to F. Then E ~ fl-converts to F ~. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the depth in E of the converted redex, 
using Lemma 6.2 for the induction basis. [] 
For an expression E of the Second-Order Lambda Calculus let aE be the number 
of type-applications in E. 
Lemma 6.4. Let E be an expression of  the Second-Order Lambda Calculus. I f  E 
converts to F by a type-fl-conversion, then 
(a )  Fu -=E o , 
(b) aF = aE - 1. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the depth of the converted redex in 
E. The induction basis is proved by induction on expressions. [] 
Theorem 6.5 ([14, 15]). Every expression E of the Second-Order Lambda Calculus is 
strongly normalizable (within that calculus). 
Proof. Let E be an expression of the Second-Order Lambda-Calculus. Let E u be 
defined as above. By Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 4.1, E u is strongly normalizable. We 
show that every F to which E converts is strongly normalizable by (main) induction 
on the conversion tree of E u and secondary induction on aE. 
Suppose that E converts to F. If this is an object/3-conversion, then E u/3-converts 
to F ~ by Lemma 6.3, so by the induction assumption F is strongly normalizable. 
If the conversion is a type-/3-conversion, then F u -  E ~ and aF < aE, by Lemma 
6.4. So F is strongly normalizable by the secondary induction assumption. 
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Every expression to which E converts being strongly normalizable, it follows that 
E must be strongly normalizable. [] 
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